FAAR PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS PROCESS*
ETHICS COMPLAINTS

ARBITRATION

This process involves a complaint alleging a violation of the REALTOR®
Code of Ethics. Complaints should be filed within 180 days of occurrence.
There is no fee to file an ethics complaint.

This process involves a request to settle a
commission dispute between brokers and is
filed after a transaction is closed. In
arbitration, each party pays a $350 fee. The
prevailing party's fee is returned.

OMBUDSMAN

This service is offered to informally resolve a
potential ethics complaint between agents or
between an agent and a member of the public.
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The Grievance Committee reviews the complaint
to see if it meets the standards of the Citation
Program—a violation of certain aspects of Articles
1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 12, 14, and 16. Agent may waive
their right to a hearing and pay a fine between
$150 to $950.
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The hearing panel are members of
the Professional Standards
Committee. They determine if the
agent is found in violation. If found
in violation, a fine and a discipline
is levied. If no violation is found,
the case is closed.

The Board of Directors hears appeals and also
reviews ethics decisions before they become final.

*This graphic generally represents
FAAR's Professional Standards
procedures, but not necessarily
every aspect.

